STANLEY

"Honestly at first I was skeptical of Stanley’s as just another college, micro-trend, influencer ‘must have’ and then I got one because I heard so many great things about them. I fully understand why Stanley’s became so popular; they’re cute and so easy to carry around and you get lots of water throughout the day."

- CAROLINE WILLIAMS
HOUSTON SOPHOMORE

AIRPOD MAX’S

I wanted them because I like over-the-ear headphones more than typical AirPods. Also because they have more longevity than beats, and come in better colors. After using them for about a month I can easily say they are better than air pods. They allow you to change all sorts of sound quality factors, and they have detachable cushions. The detachable cushions enable you to use one set for comfort, and another for working out, therefore they don’t get gross.

- NATE PANZA
WATCHING SOPHOMORE

ONCLOUDS

"Sneaker shoe ever, feels like you’re sleepwalking on clouds. If you see a girl not wearing Onclouds she probably doesn’t go to Baylor. I style them mostly with athletic clothes for a comfortable and casual look great for walking to class because of how comfortable they are."

- MARY CATE CONNELLY
MORRISON SOPHOMORE

AVATAR

"The sequel was a great addition to the series and explored an interesting part of the world, along with being visually stunning throughout."

- MACNEAL HALL
SOUTHLAKE SENIOR

TIKTOK

"I enjoy TikTok because of the instant and wide variety of entertainment it provides, it has everything from fun videos to pop hits to new music."

- BRYANT FALCONER
DALLAS JUNIOR

GRUBHUB

The Chick-Fil-A in the SUB adds various additional items to the once small menu, pleasing the regulars. The Chick-Fil-A in the SUB adds various additional items to the once small menu.

- MARK JOSEPHS
LEOMINSTER FRESHMAN
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